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1. Introduction 
We often expect that interpolation and approximation by rational functions yield better results than 
interpolation and approximation by polynomials. It is obvious in problems where the interpolated function 
is a rational function and it is natural in problems for which such a function is meromorphic. 
The same is true if we deal with multivariable functions. In this case however, the situation is much more 
complex. For example, Padt approximants which are closely connected with both interpolation and 
approximation problems, can not be simply generalized for several variable functions. Therefore, there are 
many definitions of Pad&type multivariable approximants (cf. [l-6]). Roughly speaking, each of them has 
been formulated by modifying one of the conditions fulfilled by one-variable Pade approximants. 
On the other hand, we know how closely continued fractions are connected with interpolation and 
approximation problems, for example, via PadC approximants. Therefore, it seems to be natural that 
generalizations of continued fractions for multivariable functions (so-called branched continued fractions) 
will play a similar role in multivariable problems as ordinary continued fractions play in one-variable 
theory. 
The most general form of branched continued fractions (henceforth BCF) is given in W.Ja. Skorobo- 
gatko’s book [7]. It is a BCF of the form 
Iv 
a,+ c 
k,=l 
(1) 
‘k, 
(2) 
ak,k, 
k,=l 
‘k,k,.O + t 
(3) 
(2) 
ak-,,k,k, 
k>=l 
(3) 
‘k,k,k,.O +. d 
‘f f 
ai:k),. .k,_, 
k m-1 
(1.1) 
where N corresponds to the number of variables. 
This general form is not very convenient for practical use. Moreover we have some troubles with the 
uniqueness of a BCF of the form (1.1) corresponding to a given N-variable function. 
More useful and simpler are two particular cases of BCF (1.1). One of them is given independently by 
O’Donohoe [9] and Kutschminskaja [8]. It is a BCF of the following form (here we give a function form of 
this BCF for a two-dimensional case): 
60 + h%) +e(Y) + Q,XY a2xy 
b,+K;(x)+K;(y) + b,+K:(x)+K;(y) + *.. (1.2) 
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where K:(t,), i = 0, l,..., j = 1, 2, t, = x, t, = .y, are continued fractions 
K;(t,)=b;,,+L 2 
b,., + b;,, + . . ’ 
The other BCF is given in [lo]. It is a BCF of the form (with the same restrictions as above): 
K,(xy)+ alx ____ I a;x I I 
3 
a [.b’ a; 1‘ 
+- A 
K,‘(xy) + K;(x_y) + ... K:(x),) + K;(xy) + ... I 
where for i= 1, 2, j=O, l,... 
K,‘( xy ) = b;,, + B xy 
1.1 + b,‘.z + . . . . 
(1.3) 
( 1.4) 
(1.5) 
These two forms of BCFs are obtained by suitable decompositions of the given two-variable power series 
if we expand the series into a corresponding BCF. The connection between structures of two-variable 
power series and the above-presented BCFs will be illustrated in the following way: if we imagine the 
components of a two-variable power series as nodes of an infinite grid as shown in Fig. 1 (we mean that 
each node is occupied by a respective c,,x’_~‘). then b, + K?(x) + KZp(.r). p = 0. 1.. . in (1.2) corresponds 
Fig. I 
to thepth ‘path’ shown in Fig. 2, while K,‘(x.v). i = 1, 2, j = 0, 1.. . corresponds to the (i, j)th diagonal. as 
shown in Fig. 3. 
For the three- or more-variable case the two above-presented BCFs become much more complicated 
with respect to the necessary decompositions of a multivariable power series into respective components. 
To get rid of these problems we will make one more simplification of the BCF (1.1) by taking into account 
Fig. 2. Fig. 3 
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the scheme for obtaining Hartogs power series from a given multivariable power series. More precisely, if 
f(z)= F c,z” ( 1.6) 
is the given N-variable power series, where z=(z ,,..., z,)EQ=“, v=(v ,,..., v~)E+~, IvI=C~~=,v,, 
‘? “=z ;I . . . z.L:\, then we will find a continued fraction of the form 
a2zl K,(,;)+a,z, ~ 
K,(‘z) + K*(‘z) + . . 
(1.7) 
for which ‘z=(z2,..., zh.‘) E Q=,‘~’ and each K,(‘z) are (N - I)-variable power series, and which corre- 
sponds to the power series (1.6). Obviously all K,(‘z) can be expanded into respective continued fractions 
of the form 
422 K;,(“z) + ~ 
4z2 
~ 
K;(“z) + K;(“z) + . 
with new (N - 2)-variable power series K,‘(“z), “z = ( z3,. . , z,$,), and so on. 
For the two-dimensional case this gives BCFs of the form 
a2x 
Ko(.;)+% ~ 
K,(Y) + K,(Y) + ... 
where forj=O, l,... 
K,(y)++!!!? a:y 
b; + b; + . . . 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
Bearing in mind the graphical illustrations for BCFs (1.2) and (1.4) we may say that in (1.9) K,(y) 
corresponds to the jth vertical column in Fig. 4. 
Fig. 4 
In the following sections we will show how BCFs obtained in such a way can be used for two-variable 
interpolation and approximation problems. We will use the following presentation for the BCF type (1.9): 
I 
0 b,o+< a2 
1 
+ al a2 
by + 2 + . . . 
I 
a; a: 
2 
(1.11) 
b:,+- - 1 I a: + b,Z+- 02 b; + b; + . . . I + . . b: +q+... ” 
The expression 
P 
T n.n, Z-c 
“.“I Qn.,, 
b,o+a:’ g+ 
by + ... + b;, 1 
at, + ... + 
b,” +$ 
a* -.!!I I +... +4 1 
aI 
r 
I 
b;+“: u’ -? 
b: + ... + b;, 1 
(1.12) 
is called the (n. m)th approximant of BCF (1.11). 
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2. Two-variable rational interpolation 
Letf(x,y)beafunctiondefinedontherectangleA=(a,h)~(c,d)~[W’and~~=(x,.i=O, l.....n} 
a given partition of the interval (a, b). If we consider the restricted function f( . . .p), where .V E (c, d) is 
arbitrarily chosen, we will search for a rational function T,~(x, .V) = p,,(x, _?)/q,,(x, .V). depending on the 
variable x, such that deg p,(x, j) = [ $( n + l)], deg q,,( x, .F) = [ fn] and r,,( x. .V) interpolates the one-variable 
function f( . (7) at points x, E II:, 
r,(x,,?,)=f(x,,jJ). i=O,l,..., n. (2.1) 
Let us assume that such a rational function exists. We know that it will be found as n th approximant of a 
corresponding Thiele’s continued fraction [ 111 of the form 
r,,(~,j)=b,(j)+~ 
X-Xx,1-l 
b,(J) + ... + b,(J) . 
(2.2) 
Obviously the coefficients b,(j) depend on the variable y. 
Further, let fl:‘={~,,j=O, l,..., m} be a given partition of the interval (c, d). We will form a 
rectangular grid IIt::,I = II: X II: and now we will seek for a two-variable rational function R,,.,,,(s. J) 
depending on (n + 1)( m + 1) coefficients, such that 
R,, ,,,, (x,._~,)=f,,=f(x,,y,). i=O.l, . . . . n,j=O,l,.... m. (2.3) 
and such that for each y,, 0 <j < m, R,.,,(x, y,) is the solution of the rational interpolation problem with 
nodes x,, i = 0, 1,. . . . n, and respective node values equal f,,, i = 0. 1.. . ,17. 
If such rational function exists, then it will have the form 
R,,,n,(-w) = b,(y) +z + .X-Xx,-, 
I . . . + h, ( .v ) 
(2.4) 
whereallb,(y),j=O,l,..., n, are polynomials or rational functions of the variable)’ and the total number 
of their coefficients equals (n + l)(m + 1). Therefore we will formulate the following interpolation 
problem: 
Let II: x II: be a rectangular grid contained in the rectangle A and let/(x. J) be a function defined on 
A such that 
f(x,,y,)=A,, i=O, l,..., n.j=O,l,,... m. (2.5) 
We are looking for a rational function R,., (x. y) = P,,,,( x, y)/Q,,.,,(x. J,) which has the form (2.4) where 
b,(y)=p,(y)/q,(y),j=O, l,..., n, are rational functions for which 
degp,(y)gk<m, degq,(y)<m-k, j=O,l..... n. (2.6) 
and, moreover, such that 
R,,,(x,,y,)=fi,, i=O,l,..., n,j=O,l.... ,112. (2.7) 
Simple examples show that there doesn’t exist a rational function for which equations (2.7) are fulfilled. 
Therefore, we will replace (2.7) by equations 
r;,Q,,,(x,,~,)-P,,,(x,,y,)=O, i=O, l,... ,n,j=O, 1, . . . . m. (2.8) 
as it is usually done for similar one-variable interpolation problems. Now we will prove the existence and 
uniqueness of the rational function R n,m(~, y) of the form (2.4) for which conditions (2.6) and (2.8) are 
fulfilled. 
So, if k in (2.6) is given then we can easily see that there exists a unique rational function b,( j’) = 
po( y)/qo(y) with degrees of the numerator and the denominator as in (2.6) and such that 
(2.9) 
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Further, let us assume that there exist rational functions b,(y) = p,(y)/q,(y), i = 0, 1,. . . , I - 1 < n, such 
that for a two-variable function 
=0,(y)+= x - XI-2 
b,(Y) + ... + b,-,(Y) 
(2.10) 
we have 
j;,Q,_,,,,(x,,y,)-P,_,.,,(x,,~,)=O, i=O, 1,...,1-- l,j=O, l,....m. (2.11) 
Now we will form a system of (m + 1) homogeneous linear equations with (m + 2) unknown coefficients of 
the rational function b,(y) = p,( y)/q,( y) 
q,(y,)(x,- x,-,I[ fb,3Y,)Q,-,b,3Y,) -f’-2bY,)] 
+P,(v,)[ ~(x,~~,,)Q,-,(x,,~,)-P,~,(x,,~,)] =(A j=O, l,...,m. (2.12) 
This system has a nontrivial solution and the rational function 6,(y) = p,( y)/q,( y) is uniquely defined. On 
theotherhand,ifweputx,,i=O, l,..., I - 1 instead of x, into (2.12) then equations (2.12) remain true for 
j=O, l,..., m. 
We will introduce the following notations: 
~,(x,Y)=P,(Y)~,~,(x,Y)+(x-x,-,)~,-,(x~Y)q,(Y)~ 
Q,(xy) =p,(y)Q,-,(x.~) + (x -x,-,)Q,~,(x~Y)q/(Y). 
Now from (2.12) 
(2.13) 
A,Q,(x,,y,)-P,(x,,y,)=O, i=O, l,...,I,j=O, l,...,m, (2.14) 
and from the general theory of continued fractions, P,(x, y) and Q/(x, y) can be treated respectively as the 
numerator and the denominator of a continued fraction 
P,(XqY> 
Q,(x,y) = bo(y)+ij$ + .. . + “b;(“:,’ ’ (2.15) 
Since all rational functions b,(y) exist and are unique it leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. For every rectangular grid II::; there exist uniquely defined rational functions 6, ( y ) = p, ( y )/q, ( y ), 
i=O, 1 ,...,n, such that 
degp,(y) 6 k < m, degq,(y)<m-k, (2.16) 
and such that for the two-uariable rational function of the form 
R.,,,,(x~Y) = Q, ,(x,y) 
Lb~Y> =b (y) I x-x0 X-Xx,-, 
o b,(y) + ..a + b,(y) 
(2.17) 
the following equations are fulfilled: 
~,,Q,.,,<~,,II,)-P,.,(x,,Y,)=O, i=O. l,...,n,j=O, l,...,m. 
In the following section we will examine the case when 
(2.18) 
degp,(y) G [VI, degq,(y)< [y], i=o, I,..., m. (2.19) 
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3. Partial inverted differences 
Let II;:; c A c R2 be a given rectangular grid contained in the rectangle A. and let f( X, Y) be a real 
function defined on A and such that 
f(.~,,Y,)=f,,, i=O, l,..., n,j=O,l,..., m. 
We will introduce the following notations: 
(3.1) 
~o.ob,~Yh)=f,h~ cpl,ob,~x,~Yh)= 
x, - x, 
%.o c-x,; Yh ) - ‘PO.0 (X/i .Vh 1 
and for s > 1 
Further, let 
Y, -Y, 
cp ,,.I (Xp,,,Xp,,....XP,;Yk,L’,)= 
‘P,.“(-~p,,r...~Xp,;YI)-(P,.O(X,,,i.....X,’,;.l..i) 
and for r > 1 
~,..+,(x,,,,.‘.,x,~;.Y~,,,.‘.,Y~~,Y,,~~,) 
Yh - Yi 
= ‘p&,<,~...+Y y,....‘Y~,,~Yl,)-(P,.r(Xp,,~..‘~XI’,;_~~~,,‘...‘.~~,,‘_V,). 
If for {-xP,,, xP,, . . . , x,,,} c II: and {Y,,,, Yq,, . . , yq,> c I7;’ there exists q,,,( xP,,, . x,,,; .“; ,,,, . ,.‘q, ), then it is 
called the (i, j)th partial inverted difference for function f( x, Y). 
Together with partial inverted differences we will consider their symmetrizations: 
PI&,; v,> =f,,> Pl."bk~ +a,:,) = 
xh - x, 
Po.obA; Y, ) - Po.o(x,; Y,) ’ 
and forpa 
P,.o(%x1+P...~ xI,+,,;Y,)=P,-2.,~(x~,.I~...~x~+I'~I;Y,) 
XI -x 
+ 
h +p 
&,."b ~,...,"/,+I,~,:Y,)-P~~,.o(.~~+,,....XI+,,;.r;)' 
Similarly 
P,.,(x,,x,+,....,xh+,,;Y,,Ys)= Yr - Y, 
p,,o(x,,....xh+l,;.~~) - /,,“(xh~...~xh+/,;.“,) ’ 
and for q > 2 
+ 
Yl - Y/+q 
~p,y-,(~1;r~~~.~~+p~~,~...~)?,+y-,)-~p.q-,(X~~...~Xh+~'_~,+,~...~).,+y)' 
If Pp.,JxkY.,q+p; y,,...7 Y,+~) exists then it is called the (p, q)th partial reciprocal difference for 
function f( x, Y). 
It is easy to prove two following lemmas. 
Lemma 1. If respective partial reciprocal differences exist then for 0 < a < p < n, m > 0. wle huoe 
p,,,(x, ,..., x, I..., xp q.... Xn;Yo,Y,~...~Ym)=P,.,,,(Xor... ,xp ,.. . x =...., x,,;)h~I‘,~‘.‘~ y,,,) 
(3.2) 
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andsimilurlyforO~a~/I~m,n>O 
Pw(x 0. .x, 1.. . , x,, : .r;, , . . _V<,, . . . . 1’ p, . y,,, ) = p,, ,), (XC], x, , . . x,, ; J’“, . . -‘z, . , .r:,, . . . . .r;,, ). 
(3.3) 
Lemma 2. If the respective partiul reciprocal differences und purtiul inverted differences exist. then for k > 1 
‘pI.O(XO....~~ ~;?;)=p~.o(x, . . . . . x/,:.~r)-P1_*.o(xo . . . . . x,_2;Yr) (3.4) 
undfor I> 1 
‘px.,(xo ,..., xk;yo ,.... y,)=p,,,(x, ,..., x/.;)?(j ?...I Y,)-P~,,_z(“o. . ..> x/,;.v(). . . . . y&z) (3.5) 
where p_ ,,. = pk._, = 0. 
We delete proofs of the above lemmas since they are easy but long modifications of the corresponding 
proofs in the one-dimensional case. 
With the use of the above defined partial inverted differences we will find the decomposition of the 
given function f (x. y) defined on A into branched continued fraction. 
Lemma 3 (Thiele-type interpolation formula). If all the partial inverted differences ‘pL.,( x,), . . . , xh; .Yo,. . . , _Y/ ). 
O<k<n,O<I<m,forthefunctionf(x,y)uredefinedthen 
f(x,y) = wLo(xo;y0)+ ,,,,,:,; 
[ 
.L’ - L:,,, I .k 1 - J,>, ( y,) 1 7, + . . . + (PO.,,2 (x0: Ib9.  .L1+ %,,,,t I (XII; Al” . . ‘Y,,, 1 Y> 1 
+ 
x - x(l 
[ 
~,.obo~xlab)+ 
Y - Yo Y - Yn, - I Y - Y,,,, 
‘p,,,(““.x,&.Y,) + ... + cp I,,,, (x,,,x,;y,:,,,...,y,,,) + ~,.,,,+,("o~x,:Y"~~~~~Y~",,l~Y) 
x - x,, , 
+ 
[ 
92,.“(Xo,...,X,,:?.~,)+ 
Y -Yo 
‘p,,.,hW~ .? x,,; YO..Yl) + . . . 
Y -Y,,,- 1 Y - Y,:,,, 
. . . + (P,l.,,r(Xo).“‘X,l;Y~...‘,Y,,l) + ‘p,, ,,), +,(x,, 3..., “,l;y() . . . .._ Y,,,.Y) 1 
x - x.. 
+ 1 T ,~+1.,,(~~~~..~~x,,~x:.Y~‘o)+ Y -Yo v (y II+ I.1 _ 0,“” x,,,x:.Yo?o.~l) + . . . 
4’ - Y,,, - I Y - Y,,, 
. . . I + P),~+,.,,,(xo~-~~‘x,,.~:.~~:o~~~~Y~~) + (P,,+,.,,,+,( o~.~~~x,~.~:.~~~~-’~~Y,p,’Y) . (3.6) 
Moreover, if T,,,(x. y) denotes the (k. I)th upproximunt of BCF (3.6), 0 < k < n, 0 < I < m, then 
T,,,(x,,Y,) =f,,? i=O, l,..., k,j=O, l,..., I. (3.7) 
Proof. If we reduce continued fractions in (3.6) according to the definition of inverted differences then we 
obtain the first equality. For the proof of (3.7) let us notice that 
QJ,.o(~o~...J,~Yo)+ 
y, - Yo Y, -Y/-l 
(P,,,b0Y~~ x,;y,,y,) + ... + ‘p,.,(X”~...,X,~Y~:o~...lYl) 
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='p,,&~~...,x,~Yo)+ 
Y, -Yll Y, - Y, - I 
c&,(X” )..., x,;,voy,,y,) + ... + ‘p,.,(+ . . . . x,;Yo~-.Y,) 
=‘p,.,(x, t... J,iY,>. 
Thus, we have 
~,.,(x,~Y,)=‘po.,(xo~y,)+ 
Xl - x0 x,--x,-1 = 
~,,,(XoJ,~Y,) + ... + 'p,.,(xo.-.GY,) A,. 
fori=O, l,..., k,j=O, l,..., 1. 0 
Equation (3.6) together with (3.7) is a two-variable interpolation formula for interpolating the given 
function f(x, y) on the rectangular grid II::_!’ by a two-variable rational function of our special form. 
Formula (3.6) is called a Thiele-type two-variable interpolation formula for the function f(x, y) on the 
rectangular grid II::J’. 
4. Error formula for interpolation 
In this section let us assume IIT = {x, ?. . . , x,,), II: = {y,,. . . , y,,,,} (we omit points xc, and y(,). As in 
previous sections we will form a rectangular grid fl.z X fly’. 
If f(x, y) is a function defined on A, such that 
f(x,,y,)=f,,, i= I,..., n,j= l,..., m, (4.1) 
and all partial inverted differences (P~,,( x,, . . , x1.+,; y ,,..., y,,,), OGk6n, OGlGm, forf(x.,r) are 
defined on IIT x fly then from Lemma 3 the rational function 7;,- ,.,,,- ,(x, y) defined as 
(4.2) 
where 
L,(y)= ~,,o(“l~...~~,+l~Yl)+~,l~x 
[ I 
,f-,” 
I. 3 .Y,,Yz) ,+I? + ... 
Y - Y,,, I 1 + (P,.,,,-,(Xlr...~x,+,;Y,~...~Yn,) > 
interpolatesf(x, y) in corresponding nodes (x,, y,), i = 1,. . , n, j = 1,. . . , m. Together with T,- ,,,,, ,(x. J) 
we will examine the function 
P 
T 4mbd4= Q,,_, ,,), (x,y> 
,14,,,(x~Y) =K (y)+x-xl x--x,,FI 
0 
K,(Y) + . . . + K,,-,(Y) 
(4.3) 
where 
K,(y)= ‘p,.“bl~...~ x,+,;YJ+~,l(xl .‘-x;;l;y 
[ I ” I’ 
y*) + 
. . 
Y - Y,?I - 1 Y - Y,,, 1 + 9)r.,,r-I(Xlr....X,+l;Yl~...~Y,,l) + (P,.n,(Xl~...~X,+,;Y,~...~Y,,,,.v) . 
It is easy to see that T,_l,,,,(x, y) is the (n - 1)th approximant of the Thiele type continued fraction 
corresponding to the restricted interpolation problem consisting in finding a rational function interpolating 
the one-variable function f( ., y) at points x,, i = 1,. . . , n. 
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If we define the function 
Z+,y) = Q,-,.,,ky>[fb~y) - L.m(u,y)l 
(4.4) 
where W:(X) = n;_ ,(x - x,), then it vanishes at (n + 1) points x,, . . . , x,, x. Therefore, if f(x, y) E <l+“‘, 
then from the Rolle theorem there exists a point to E (a, b) such that 
f(X,Y) - T,-,.&7Y) = 
44 
n!Q,,-,,,,(x~Y) 
D:'[Q,,-,,~,(x~Y)~(x,Y)I x=6,, 
where D.J is the symbol of differentiation. Further, since 
T n-,~,~,-I(~,.y,)=fi,, i= l,...,n,j= l,...,m, 
we have 
T ,I-,.n,(x,y,)-T,-,.,-,(x,Y,)=O, j= l,...,m, 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
for an arbitrarily chosen x E (a, b). Therefore, there exists n,, E (c, d) such that 
T ,,-,,n,(x?y) - T,-Lrn4b~Y) = 
d(Y) 
= m!Q,-,.,<x,~)Q,~,.,-,(x,y) 
xD,“(Q,~,,,,(x,Y)Q,-,,,-,(x~y)[T,-,.,(x,~) - T,-,.,,-,(x,Y)]},,=,,, 
9?l(Y) =- 
m!Q,-,.,,(x~r)Q,-,.,~,(x,~) 
x {D,m[Q1l~,,m(~l~)Q,-,.,-,(x~~)(T,~,,,(x,y) -f(~~~))l 1”9f, 
+D:‘[Q,-,.,(x,y)Q,~,.,-,(x,~)(f(x,y)- T-I,,,-,b,y))l ,a=v,,>. 
Thus, from (4.5) and (4.8) 
T n- ,.,,hY) - L I.,,- ,(x,Y) = 
4(Y) 
= m!Q,~,.,(x,~)Q,~,,,,-,(x,y) 
~D,“‘{Q,-,.,(~~Y)Q,~,.,-,<~~Y)[~(x,Y)- T,-,.,-,b,~)]),~=q~ 
444(Y) - 
n!m!Q,-,.,(x,~)Q,-,,,~,(x,~) 
XD~,:m[Q~-,,m(~,~)Q,-,.,-,(x~~)f(x~~)l ,‘=v,,,:.r=c,,. 
If 
@(x,Y) = Q,~,.,(x~y)Q,-,.,,-,(x,y)[f(x,y) - L,,,,-,(x,Y)] 
we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Zf for the function f: A + 08, f E ei+“‘, UN partial inverted differences are defined, then 
fhY)- LI.??-,hY) = 
1 
Qn-,,rn(~,~)Qn-,,m-,(x~~) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
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Remark. If we put y =y,, 1 < k < m into (4.10) then 
(4.10) 
and then (4.11) is the well-known error formula for interpolating the restricted function f( . ,c’, ) by a 
rational one-variable function with degrees of polynomials in the numerator and the denominator not 
greater respectively than [fn] and [i(~ - l)]. 
5. Algorithm for finding coefficients of interpolating BCF 
As in Section 3, let fit X fly =(x0, xl,.. ., x,,) X(h, .v,,.. . . y,,,} be a rectangular grid and let f( x, .v) be 
a function defined in the rectangle A. If there exists a BCF interpolating the function f( x, ,P’,) on our grid 
then it has the form 
I’ - .vm I x - X” 
b' 
+ 
,,I 1 b:+= Y - .,?,I - I 
b: + . . . + b,',, I 
x - x,, , 
+ . . . .,‘-yw,-, . 
, +...+ b" VI 1 
The problem of finding T,,,,(x, y) such that 
~,,,,(x,,~,)=~(x,~~,), i=O, l,..., n,j=O. l.... ,m, 
is reduced to finding (n + l)(m + 1) coefficients b, of BCF (5.1). 
We assume that for a given integer k, 0 < k < n, 
t,: ( Y ) = b,:, 
andforl=m-l,..., l,O, 
Similarly 
T,(x,y) = t;(Y)? 
andfork=n- l,..., l,O, 
Thus 
q(x,,y)=t;(y), k==O, l,...,n- 1 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
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and 
G(Y,) = h:, /=o, l,..., m- 1. (5.8) 
Now, from (5.8). (5.3) and (5.4) 
r:+,(Y) = Y - Y, 
$(Y> - C(Y,) ’ 
I=O, l,.... m- 1, 
and from (3.6) 
T,+,(X,Y) = 
x - XA 
7&Y)-G(Y)’ 
k=O, l,..., n- 1. 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
Therefore, we will divide our algorithm for finding bf into two main stages. In the first one we will find 
values tt(Y,),j=O, 1, . . . . m, for k=O, l,..., n. In the second one we will find values t:(Y,)=b;,j=O, 
I,..., m,foreachO~k~~. 
From (5.4) and (5.6) we have 
7;,(X”,Y, )=tgO(.)$)=fo,, j=O,l,... ?m, (5.11) 
and for i = 0. 1 . . . ..n 
T,(X,,,Y,) =f,,, j= 0, I,.... WI. (5.12) 
Thus 
T,hY,) = am = x, - x0 
r,bPY$ -GYY,) ’ 
j=O,l,..., m. (5.13) 
Now, assuming that we have computed values t,“( Y,) for k = 1, 2,. . . , p - 1 < n, we obtain t{(Y,) from the 
sequence of equations 
T,(x,,y,)= x -xo T,(X,~il; >-cxY,)' 
r,(x,,y,)= x -x’ T& >-f:,(Y,)' 
(5.14) 
x -x 
Tp-l(X,~Y,) = 
p-2 
q_2(xPPY,) - C’(Y,) ’ 
Tp(xp Y,> = G(Y,) = 
xp-xp-I 
Tp-l(X,?Y,) -C’(Y,) 
wherej=O, l,...,m. 
If values rg(yy)), loP(Y,),...,bR(Ynl) are computed we will find the coefficients b,p, j = 0, 1,. . . , m, using 
Table 1 
X# = 5” X< = 15” x, = 25” x, = 35” 
y, = 3o” 0.5238 0.525 1 0.5277 0.5313 
_v, = 35” 0.6111 0.6 133 0.6173 0.623 1 
I, = 40” 0.6985 0.7016 0.7077 0.7162 
_“, = 45” 0.7859 0.7903 0.7987 0.8109 
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Table 2 
j=O j=l j=2 J=3 
&v,v,) 0.5238 0.6111 0.6985 0.7859 
GAY,) 7692.3076 4545.4545 3225.8064 2272.7272 
to2(Y,) - 0.0039 - 0.0076 - 0.0095 -0.0141 
G(Y,) - 6666.66667 - 4545.4545 - 2814.5229 -2191.0604 
Table 3 
y = 32” u = 34O y = 36” y = 38” y = 400 y = 42’ 
x = 10” 0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 0.0004 0.0004 0.000 1 
x = 20” 0.0003 0.0010 0.0025 0.0019 0.002 1 0.0015 
x = 3o” 0.0000 0.0023 0.0024 0.0046 0.0050 0.0052 
the Thacher-Tukey algorithm [ 121 that is, we will build a triangle table 
according to the rule 
C+,(Y)= lk(y;~f;(y) 3 
/ / I 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
O<k<n, I=O, l,..., m - 1. The bold values tf( y,) are from (5.8) the coefficients of the continued 
fraction, located on the kth stage of BCF (5.1). 
Obviously, this algorithm is working if all the terms in (5.14) and in the table (5.15) are finite. It is easy 
to modify the algorithm (by permutations of points in IIT and TIT) in order to check whether the 
interpolating BCF exists. 
Example 1. For the elliptic integral 
F(x, y) = (‘(1 - sin2x sin2t)-“‘dt (5.17) 
JO 
we have the values at respective points given in Table 1. 
Then the values t{( y,), p, j = 0, 1, 2, 3 are given in Table 2 and the interpolating BCF has the form 
T&x, y) = [0.5238 + y 
y - 35 y - 40 
57.2738 + -152.4855 + -0.0131 I 
x-5 
+ 
- 
7692.3076 
- 30 35 40 
+ y y- y -0.0048 + 3846.1538 + -0.0019 1 
x- 15 
+ 
+ 
y - 30 y- 35 y - 40 
- 0.0039 -4078.3033 + 0.0044 + - 1666.6667 1 
x - 25 
+ y- 35 y - 40 
- 6666.6667 + 
y 0.0071 + -2222.2222 + 0.0036 1 
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We have computed the table of errors E(x, Y) = j7”;.X( x, Y) - F( x, Y)l at some points. These values are given 
in Table 3. 
The relative error E(x, Y)/F(x, Y) at these points is not greater than 0.007. 
6. Approximation with branched continued fractions. Partial reciprocal derivatives 
Let pl,,(x,, x,,. . , xA; yo, y,,. . .,y,) be the (k, I)th partial reciprocal difference for the functionf(x, Y) 
on the rectangular grid n, X II,. C A. If the limit 
lim 
[ 
xU,x,,f’.~~~_~p~,,(x,,...,x,;Y~. . ..? Y,) 1 =Qww) (6.1) )b,.,‘,. . ..y.-_v 
exists and is finite then it is called the (k, I)th partial reciprocal derivative for f(x, Y) at the point 
(x,Y)=A. 
In particular 
wO,f(x~Y) =f(x,y), (6.2) 
e.R!,fb,Y) = KAX~Y) = D /(ly) 3 Rt.RO,f(x,Y)=R:,f(x,Y)= D,f;x,y). (6.3) 
X .I 
If the functionf(x, y) has its (k, I)th partial reciprocal derivatives for k = 0, 1,. . . , n, k = 0, 1,. . . , m at the 
- - 
point (x, Y) E A then from Lemma 2 there exists a limit 
and for k > 2 
‘p,,O(x,L’) = R’i,f(F,jq -R:-2f(,-9J). 
Using the symmetry of partial reciprocal differences we have 
Q%.&~Y) = lim 
xk-xk-, 
X,.....X,-x (P&,.0 (x,,...,x,_,, Xk;y)-P)k~,,0(X0,...‘Xk-2,Xk~,;Y) 
1 
= Q_, [~k-i.o(xo~ x ,,..., xk_,;Y)]x” =...= x*_,=li_ . 
On the other hand 
D,[R;f(x,y)] = i D_~,[Pk,o(Xo,...~X,-,,X,+,~...,Xk,X,;Y)].~:o=...=X~=X 
r=O 
Therefore, for k 2 2 
= (k + l)Q, bdxo~ x,,. .,x,; y)],,= =,y,=j 
‘p~.O(X~Y) = 
k 
o,[R”,-‘fb,~)}. 
Similarly, for I > 2 
cp,,,(X,J) = lim 
-[ 
lim ~‘x.,(xo,...,xI;))~,...,Y,) 
.,; +,)‘ x,-X 
r=O . . 1 ,=O ._.., k I 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
lim Y/-Y/-l 
x,-x - ~k,,-,(x,,...,Xk;~~‘.-.~y,-~,y,)-Pk.,-,(X~,-..~ xk;y,,~~-~~Y,-2~~/-, > 
/=O.....k 1 
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1 
= D,., ,[PA.,&x,...., x,:.&J . . . . . y,_,,] I’() =...=, / ,=c.\, /=...-_, i=\ 
I 
= D,,[R:P’R’;j.(x,y)] . 
(6.8) 
From (6.7) and (6.8) we can easily compute values q,,,,,,, (x.yt) because if we put R,‘f(s.y)= R;‘Rtf(.x. 
y)=O then 
R:f(x.y) = R:m2f(~,.1?) +cp,,,(x.y). (6.9) 
(6.10) 
and 
Rl,.R~,f(x,y)=RI,_‘R1;f(x,y)+~,,,(x,~). (6.11) 
(6.12) 
Let for the function f( x, y) all the partial reciprocal derivatives R’, RX, f( x. y ) exist for k. I= 0. 1.. . in 
the rectangle A. If T,,,,,(x, y) is a rational function of the form (4.2) and if it interpolatesf(s. y‘) on the 
rectangular grid II: x II:,1 then putting yO,. . .y,,, +.,‘. x0,. . . _ Y + X. we obtain a rational function of the ,, 
form 
x - x 
+ 
[ 
cp,,o(x,):) + y-J .)’ - .r 
(&&c.l’) + . . . + cp,.,,,(X.J) 1 
x - .r 
+ ... + I cp,,o(x,J) + )‘-) y-J %.,,.,(-~3??) + ... + ‘p ,1.,,, (-V-T) 1 
(6.13) 
Theorem 3. Let the function f: A + [w be analytic in the neighbourhood of the point (.x0. .\b) E A. let there exist 
partial reciprocal derivatives Rt, Rt.f(x, y). k = 0. 1,. . . , n, 1 =.O. 1.. . . m. and ‘pk,[( x0. y;,) * 0. k = 0. 
l,..., n,I=O, l,..., m. Then in the Taylor series for the difference 
f(x,y) -R,,.,,(x,y) = : d,.,(x -xo)‘(y -y”)’ (6.14) 
k.l=O 
where R,,.,,(x, y) is the rational function of the form (6.13) with X = x o. 7 = I’” _ all the coefficients d,, bcith 
k = 0, 1,. . . , n, I = 0, 1,. . , m are equal to zero. 
Proof. Since ‘pk.,(x,, y,,)* 0, we have Qn,nl(xo. y,,) f 0 where Q,,,,, (x. j.) is a polynomial in the 
denominator of R ,,,“* (x, y). N ow the proof follows from Theorem 2. 0 
If some of cpk,,(x,, yO) vanish or are infinite we can obtain a similar result for the Taylor series for 
[f(x, y)Q,,,,(x, y) - P,,,,( x, y)]. Such cases will be called irregular. 
Example 2. For 
f(x,y)=(l +x+yp2 (6.15) 
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we have 
‘pO.“(X,Y) =(1 +x +yp2, 91&wq = q+&,.Y) = 2(1 +x +y)“2, 
qr,2,_,(x,y)= (1 +x+yp2. ‘p~.Z,(X,.V) = 4(1 +x +Jy2* 
k.j= 1. 2 ,.... Therefore if x0 =yU = 0 then the BCF for (6.15) has the form 
(1 +x+Jy2= [ 1 +i + f + . . . 1 
x X 
+- 
[ 2+1 . Jy ,’ 2 
1 
+ I 2+f v Y Y 1 + . . . 1+4+ 1+4+... 1+%+1+4+... 
(6.16) 
Example 3. For 
f(x.y)=log(l +x+y) 
we have 
(6.17) 
%.o(X.Y) = lodl + x+y>, %.&~Y) =$ ‘~0,2~~,b.d=(2k- l)(l+x+~), 
(P2&9Y)=;. %k,,bLY) = -J* v2r~,.ob~d = (2k - 1X1 +x +v>, 
%-,Ax~Y)=& ‘p2~-1,2b~Y) = 003 
k = 1. 2.. . . . Therefore the BCF corresponding to (6.17) has the form 
log(1 +x+y)= JL J! Y L‘ 
1+2+3+...+2k-1+2/k+... 1 
X +x ~ 
2+ l-ty+...+ 
X X 
+ 2/k + 2k-l+y/{l,‘(2k-1)) + . . . 
(6.18) 
The BCF corresponding to log( 1 + x + y ) is very specific, since all branches except the first one are finite. 
It is an example of an irregular BCF. 
From Theorem 3 rational functions obtained as approximants of BCF corresponding the given function 
can be treated as Pad&type approximants for two-variable functions. In particular, we can use it for 
Table 4 
n C”.,(2. 2) K *n+ A2.2) T zn+ 0. 2) C,.,C~~ 5) K Zn+ ,(5,5) T *n+ A5.5) 
2 0.4455 0.45 0.4454632 0.041 0.312 0.2996907 
3 0.4483 0.452 0.447677 1 0.17 0.326 0.3011913 
4 0.44718 0.44706 0.4472448 - 0.27 0.3001 0.3014559 
5 0.44720 0.447293 0.4472159 8.49 0.3035 0.3015013 
6 0.447215 0.4472156 0.4472137 0.287 0.30153 0.3015095 
8 0.065 0.301695 0.3015112 
J= 0.4472136 J=0.3015113 
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Table 5 
n Cn,,(l. 2) K 2n+ Al. 2) T *n+ 10.2) C,.,(5. 5) K Zn+ 1(5. 5) T *n+ ,(5. 5) 
2 0.053 0.067 0.040449 0.011 0.042 0.0097008 
3 0.0497 13 0.04984 0.0498002 0.000035 - 0.0022 0.009015 
4 0.0497882 0.04982 0.0497868 0.000060 0.0029 0.000185 
5 0.049787 1 0.0497872 0.0497870 0.0000446 0.00032 0.0000462 
6 0.049787 1 0.049787 1 0.0000454 0.00037 O.OOGO46 1 
f = 0.0497871 f = 0.0000454 
finding approximate values of functions. Since other types of two-variable Pad&type approximants can be 
used for this purpose, we will give a comparison of results obtained with Canterbury approximants and 
S-continued fractions defined by O’Donohoe and Kutschminskaja. 
Let C,,,,,(x, y) denote the [n, n]th Canterbury approximant and K,,(x. y) the n-th approximant of 
O’Donohoe continued fraction for the given function f( x. _r ). 
Example4. Ifg(x,y)=(l +x+y) , ‘I2 then the BCF corresponding to the function has the form (6.16). Let 
T,,,,(x, u) be the (n, m)th approximant of BCF (6.16). and let T,(x, y) = l/T,,,(x.~~). Table 4 illustrates 
the speed of convergence of corresponding Pad&type approximants to the exact value of the function 
f(x,r)= (1 t-x +ty))“2, which is denoted by f and which is given with seven decimal places precision. 
Here we examine odd approximants T,,,, , and Kz,+ , since the number of coefficients corresponds to the 
number of coefficients of the Canterbury diagonal approximant C,,,. The values of K7,,+, and C,,,,, are 
taken from a paper by Murphy and O’Donohoe [9]. 
Example 5. For function f(x, y) = exp[ - (x + y)] we have the values of Table 5. 
Example 6. The BCF corresponding to the function f (x, y) = log( 1 + x + .v) can be used for accelerating 
the speed of convergence of values of the continued fraction for log( 1 + t) at points which are far from the 
origin. If we put x = 0 in (6.18) then this BCF becomes an ordinary continued fraction expansion for the 
function log( 1 + y). Therefore we will substitute the first branch in (6.18) by the value of log( 1 +x0) 
computed with the given precision and than we will use approximants of the BCF corresponding to 
log( 1 + x + y) for finding approximate value of log( 1 + x0 + yO). For example if we put x,, = 5, ~b = 5. then 
for m = 12 we have the values of respective approximants of BCF .(6.18) shown in Table 6. 
In the right part of Table 6 we give values of the n-th approximant of the continued fraction 
corresponding to log( 1 + t) with t, = 10 (the (n/n)th Pade approximant for f(t) = log( 1 + t)). The exact 
value of log 11 equals 2.397895.. . . We observe quite fast convergence of T,,,, approximants while Pade 
approximants are converging slowly in this case. It is connected with the fact that the distance from the 
point (5, 5) to the origin (on the plane) is smaller than the distance from t, = 10 to the origin (on the line). 
Table 6 
n T,.,,(5, 5) n n,.,c 10) 
2 2.3799 1 1.7 
4 2.3974 2 2.2 
6 2.39774 3 2.32 
8 2.39782 4 2.377 
10 2.3978943 5 2.3918 
12 2.3978958 6 2.396 1 
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7. Final remarks 
Examples given in Sections 5 and 6 show that branched continued fractions can be used for solving 
two-dimensional interpolation and approximation problems. On the other hand, we have now a wide 
choice of two-variable rational Pad&type approximants which can be used for the same purpose. Which 
one is the best? 
The answer is complicated because it is difficult to find simple connections between all types of such 
approximants. In our case, we have easy algorithms for finding coefficients of BCF solving the given 
interpolation problem of BCF corresponding to the given elementary function. 
Another advantage of BCFs is that if we restrict the function f(x, y) to the line parallel to the x-axis, 
then the restriction of a respective approximant of the BCF corresponding to f(x, y), i.e. Tn,m(~, Y)],,=,~ 
is the ([i( n + l)]/[in])th Pade approximant for the one-variable function f( -, y,,). It gives a possibility of 
obtaining convergence theorems generalising known results for one-variable Pade approximants. 
Since partial inverted differences can simply be generalized for functions of N > 2 variables we will 
easily find respective connections and theorems for N-variable functions. Moreover, all the above-presented 
constructions can be used for functions of two or more complex variables. Obviously, the error formula 
4.10 is not valid in this case, but it is easy to prove Theorem 3 for complex analytic functions and therefore 
approximants of respective BCF can be treated as Pad&type approximants for a given complex-valued 
function. 
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